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Abstract 
Image search has become more and more popular in recent years. Nowadays, 
image search engines mostly rely on text features. Af ter the user has submitted 
a query keyword, a list of images are retrieved by matching their surrounding 
text with the query keyword. This leads to ambiguous and noisy search results 
as it is difficult to interpret user intention by just query keywords. 
In order to solve the ambiguity and improve search precisions, some web-
scale image search engines, such as Google Image Search and Bing Image 
Search，adopt content-based image re-ranking approach. T h e user is asked to 
select query images from an image pool retrieved by text-based image search 
using the inputted query keyword. Images in the image pool are then re-rank 
based on visual similarities to the query images. Existing image re-ranking 
approaches typically assume that the image pool is fixed. Their performance 
is limited by the quality of the image pool, as well as by the number of selected 
query images. If the query keywords cannot describe the user's search intention 
accurately, there are not many relevant images in the image pool and thus 
image re-ranking is not effective. Moreover, one single query image is usually 
not enough to learn a robust visual similarity metric for image re-ranking. 
In this thesis, we propose a novel Internet image search approach to better 
capture user's search intention and to improve re-ranking performance through 
query expansions. It only requires the user to click one query image, which 
is the minimum effort. Our key contribution is to capture the user search 
intention from this one query image in three steps. 
i 
1. Based on the visual content of the query image and through image clus-
tering, query keywords are expanded to capture user intention. 
2. Expanded query keywords are used to enlarge the image pool to include 
more relevant images. 
3. Expanded keywords are also used to expand the query image to multiple 
positive visual examples from which a query specific visual similarity 
metric is learned to improve content-based image re-ranking. 
All these steps are automatic without extra effort from the user. This is 
critically important for any commercial web-based image search engine, where 
the user interface has to be extremely simple. Experimental evaluation shows 
that our approach significantly improves the precision of top ranked images as 
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Image search has received a large amount of attention over the last decade. 
Nowadays, many commercial Internet scale image search engines are widely 
used. They typically use keywords as query, and use text features to retrieve 
images. Users types query keywords in the hope of finding a certain type of 
images. The search engine returns thousands of images ranked by matching the 
words extracted from the textual descriptions of images, e.g. image titles and 
surrounding text, with the query keywords. It is well known that text-based 
image search suffers from the ambiguity of query keywords. The keywords 
provided by users tend to be short. For example, the average query length 
of the top 1,000 queries of Picsearch is just 1.368 words, and 97% of them 
contain only one or two words [20]. It is difficult for such short query keywords 
to describe the content of images accurately. The search results are noisy and 
Figure 1.1 Top ranked images returned from Bing image search using "apple" 
as query 
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Figure 1.2 Images of “gloomy bear" 
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"bear" is inputted as query keywords 
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consist of images with quite different semantic meanings. For example, Figure 
1.1 shows the top ranked images from Bing image search using "apple" as query 
keyword. They belong to several different categories, such as green apple, red 
apple, apple logo, and iphone, because of the ambiguity of the word "apple". 
The ambiguity issue occurs for several reasons. First, the query keywords' 
meanings may be richer than users' expectations. For example, the meanings 
of the word "apple" include apple fruit, apple computer, and apple ipod, etc. 
Second, the user may not have enough knowledge on the textual description 
of target images. For example, if users do not know "gloomy bear" as the 
name of a cartoon character (shown in Figure 1.2), they may have to input 
"bear" as query keyword to search images of "gloomy bear". Lastly and most 
importantly, in many cases it is hard for users to describe the visual content 
of target images using keywords accurately. 
In order to solve the ambiguity, additional information has to be used to 
capture users' search intentions. One way is text-based keyword expansion, 
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making the textual description of the query more detailed. Existing methods 
typically find either synonyms or other linguistic-related words from thesaurus, 
or find words frequently co-occurring with the query keywords. For exam-
ple, Google image search provides the "Related Searches" feature to suggest 
likely keyword expansions. As shown in Figure 1.3, when "bear" is input as 
query keywords, the suggested "Related Searches" include “yogi bear", “griz-
zly bear", "black bear", and "polar bear". However, even with the same query 
keywords, the intentions of users can be highly diverse. These expansions may 
not be enough to capture the intention of a particular user. For instance, 
“gloomy bear" is not among the keyword expansions suggested by Google 
“Related Searches". 
Another way is content-based image re-ranking. The user is asked to select 
one query image from an image pool retrieved by text-based image search 
using the inputted query keyword. Images in the image pool are then re-rank 
based on visual similarities 1 to the query image. Figure 1.4(a) and Figure 
1.4(b) shows an example. After the user having inputted "lotus" as query 
keywords, Google Image Search returns an image pool retrieved by text-based 
image search. The user selects an image of "lotus flower" as the query image. 
The images in the image pool are then re-ranked according to their visual 
similarities to the selected query image. Existing image re-ranking approaches 
typically assume that the image pool is fixed. Their performance is limited 
by the quality of the image pool. If the query keywords cannot describe the 
user's search intention accurately, there are not many relevant images in the 
image pool and image re-ranking is not effective. Moreover, one single query 
image is typically not enough to learn a robust visual similarity metric for 
image re-ranking. Relevance feedback [37, 38, 6, 27, 31] is usually used to 
expand visual examples besides the single query image, so as to make the 
1 Visual aspects such as color and shape are considered in computing the visual similarities 
between two images. Many visual features have been developed and Section 3.2.1 describes 
the visual features used in our experiment. 
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(a) The user inputs "lotus" as query keywords to Google Image Search, and selects a query 
image of "lotus flower" from the image pool retrieved by text-based image search. 
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(b) The images in the image pool are re-ranked according to their visual similarities to the 
selected query image. 
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visual similarity metrics more specific to the query. Users are required to 
label multiple positive and negative image examples. A query-specific visual 
similarity metric is learned from the selected examples and used to re-rank 
images. The requirement of more users' effort makes it unsuitable for web-
scale commercial systems like Bing image search and Google image search, in 
which users' feedback has to be limited to the minimum. 
We do believe that adding visual information to image search is important. 
However, the interaction has to be as simple as possible. The absolute min-
imum is One-Click. In this paper, we propose a novel Internet image search 
approach. It requires the user to give only one click on a query image and 
images from a pool retrieved by text-based search are re-ranked. We believe 
that users will tolerate one-click interaction which has been used by many pop-
ular text-based search engines. For example, Google requires a user to select a 
suggested textual query expansion by one-click to get additional results. The 
key problem to be solved in this paper is how to capture user intention from 
this one query image. Three steps are proposed as follows. 
1. Keyword expansion. Query keywords input by users tend to be short 
and some important keywords may be missed because of users' lack of 
knowledge on the textual description of target images. In our approach, 
query keywords are expanded to capture the user's search intention, in-
ferred from the visual content of the query image, which is not considered 
in traditional keyword expansion approaches. A word w is suggested as 
an expansion of the query, if a cluster of images are visually similar to 
the query image and all contain the same word w 2 . The expanded 
keywords better capture the user's search intention since the consistency 
of both visual content and textual description is ensured. 
2. Image poo l expansion. The image pool retrieved by text-based search 
^The word w does not have to be contained by the query image. 
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accommodates images with a large variety of semantic meanings and the 
number of images related to the query image is small. In this case, re-
ranking images in the pool is not very effective. Thus more accurate 
keywords query is needed to narrow the intention and retrieve more rele-
vant images. A naive way is to ask the user to click one of the suggested 
keywords given by traditional approaches only using text information 
and expand query results like in Google "Related Searches". This in-
creases users' burden. Moreover, the suggested keywords based on text 
information only are not accurate to describe user intention. Keyword 
expansions suggested by our approach using both visual and textual in-
formation better capture user intention. They are automatically added 
into the text query and enlarge the image pool to include more relevant 
images. Feedback from users is not required. Our experiments show 
that it significantly improves the precision of top ranked images espe-
cially when the query words provided by users are not accurate enough. 
3. V isua l query expansion. One query image is not diverse enough to 
capture the user's intention. In our keyword expansion step, a cluster of 
images all containing the same expanded keywords and visually similar 
to the query image are found. They are selected as expanded positive 
examples to learn a visual similarity metric, which is more robust and 
more specific to the query, for image re-rankiiig. Different from relevance 
feedback, this visual expansion does not require users' feedback. 
All these steps are automatic after only one click on one query image with-
out increasing users' burden. This makes it possible for industrial scale image 
search by both text and visual content with a very simple user interface. Chap-
ter 3 describes these steps in details. In Chapter 4，experimental evaluation 
shows that our approach dramatically improves the precision of top ranked 
images and also the user experience. 
Chapter 2 
Related Work 
2.1 Keyword Expansion 
Keyword Expansion is to make query keywords longer and more detailed 
through appending more words to the query keywords. Some image search 
engines have the feature of expanded keywords suggestion, like the "Related 
Searches" feature of Google Image Search. There are mainly three kinds of 
methods to expand query keywords, listed as follows: 
1. Thesaurus-based methods [24, 22] expand query keywords with their 
linguistically related words such as synonyms and hypernyms. The lin-
guistically related words are usually extracted from large scale thesaurus 
such as WordNet [28 . 
2. Corpus-based methods, such as well known term clustering [36] and La-
tent Semantic Indexing [11], measure the similarity of words based on 
their co-occurrences in documents. Words that are most similar to the 
query keywords are chosen as textual query expansion. 
3. Query-based methods, such as relevance feedback in documents retrieval 
33], use a subset of documents related to the specified query for expan-
sion. Those documents are usually selected manually, by asking the users 
7 
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to mark documents relevant to the query. Then the search engine refines 
the retrieval result based on users' feedbacks. 
Some algorithms[43, 42] generate tag suggestions or annotations for an 
inputted image. They can be viewed as suggesting keywords from the visual 
content of an image. For example, [43] used RankBoost to fuse the ranked tag 
suggestion lists generated from different initial user-added tags. It required a 
set of tags given by users. [42] summed up each word's tf-idf [3] score in every 
similar image of the input image, weighted by the image's visual similarity to 
the input image to rank the words. They aimed at finding more keywords as 
tag suggestions or annotations of the images instead of improving the image 
re-ranking performance. 
In this thesis, we propose a novel query keyword expansion method through 
effective integration of content-based image re-ranking, pseudo relevance feed-
back and visual clustering. This method is adopted in our Internet image 
search framework in order to improve image re-ranking performance. 
2.2 Content-based Image Search and Visual 
Expansion 
The performance of text-based image retrieval is limited by the fact that query 
keywords cannot describe image content accurately. Along with the rapid 
development of content-based multimedia retrieval, many approaches make use 
of visual features of images to re-rank images. Some methods [4, 12’ 30，17, 21 
assume that there is one dominant visual cluster of images inside each image 
pool, and treat images inside this cluster as relevant ones. However, this 
assumption usually does not hold due to the ambiguity of query keyword and 
diversity of images in the image pool. 
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To better capture user's search intention, many content-based image re-
ranking approaches [19, 9, 8, 44，18’ 5] have been proposed. They require 
the user to select a query image, which describes the user's search intention 
based on visual content, from the image pool retrieved by text-based image 
search, and use visual similarities for re-ranking. For example, Jegou et al. [19 
learned a visual similarity metric off-line and applied it to all the query images. 
However, for different query images, visual features effective for re-ranking can 
be quite different. Thus it is desired to learn query-specific similarity metrics. 
Cui et al. [9，8] proposed an effective online image re-ranking algorithm which 
gave different feature weighting schemes to different types of images. The query 
image was first classified into one of the predefined intention categories, such 
as "scenery" and "portrait", and then the weighting scheme of its category, . 
which was learned off-line from a labeled training set, was used to calculate its 
visual distances to other images. 
In order to make the visual similarity metrics more robust and more specific 
to the query, relevance feedback [37, 38, 6, 27, 31] was widely used to expand 
visual examples. For example, in [31] the user was asked to select multiple 
relevant and irrelevant image examples from the image pool, and the weights 
of combining different types of features were adjusted according to the users' 
relevance feedback. It required more users' effort. For a web-scale commercial 
system like Bing image search and Google image search, users' feedback has 
to be limited to the minimum. In the case of Bing image search, which uses 
the method in [9], only one image is selected as feedback. Our method limits 
users' effort to just one click feedback. 
To reduce users' burden, pseudo relevance feedback [47, 46，7, 2, 16] ex-
panded the query image by taking top/bottom images most visually similar 
to the query image as positive/negative examples. He et al. [16] used the 
top similar images to train an One-Class SVM [6] for re-ranking, while Yan 
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et al. [47, 46] used top similar images as positive examples and top dissim-
ilar images as negative examples to train a Two-Class SVM. Ah-Pine et al. 
2] proposed trans-media similarities which combined both textual and visual 
features under the framework of pseudo-relevance feedback. However, due to 
the well-known semantic gap, the top N most visually similar images may 
not be all semantically-consistent with the query image. This will reduce the 
performance of pseudo-relevance feedback. Chum et al. [7] used R A N S A C 
to verify the spatial configurations of local visual features and to purify the 
expanded image examples. However, it is only applicable to object retrieval. 
It also required users to draw the image region of the object to be retrieved 
and assumed that relevant images contain the same object. 
Different from asking users to click on a query image for re-ranking, a 
visual query suggestion method is developed in [48], which asks users to click 
oil a list of keyword-image pairs generated off-line using a dataset from Flickr 
and searches images on the web based on the selected keyword. The problem 
with this approach is that on one hand the dataset from Flickr is too small 
comparing to the entire internet thus cannot cover the unlimited possibility of 
internet images and on the other hand, the keyword-image suggestions for any 
input query are generated from the millions of images of the whole dataset, 
thus are expensive to compute and may produce a large number of unrelated 
keyword-image pairs. 
Besides visual query expansion, some approaches [29, 35] used concept-
based query expansions through mapping textual query keywords or visual 
query examples to high-level semantic concepts. They need a pre-defined con-
cept lexicons whose detectors are off-line learned from fixed training sets. This 
approach is suitable for closed databases but not for web-based image search, 
since the limited number of concepts cannot cover the numerous images on 
the internet. The idea of learning concept-specific visual similarity metric was 
explored in previous work [15, 23]. However, they required to train a specific 
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visual similarity for every concept in the image pool, which is assumed to be 
fixed. This is impractical in our application where the image pool returned by 
text-based search constantly change for different query keywords. Moreover, 
text information which can significantly improve visual similarity learning, was 
not considered in previous work. 
Chapter 3 
Algor i thm 
3.1 Overview 
T h e flowchart of our approach is shown in Figure 3.1. T h e user first submits 
query keywords q. A pool of images is retrieved by text-based search^ . Then 
the user is asked to select a query image from the image pool. T h e query 
image is classified as one of the predefined adaptive weight categories. Images 
in the pool are re-ranked based on their visual similarities to the query image 
and the visual similarities are computed using the weight schema specified by 
the category to combine visual features (Section 3.2). 
In the keyword expansion step (Section 3.3), words are extracted from the 
textual descriptions (such as image file names and surrounding texts in the 
html pages) of top k images most similar to the query image, and use the tf-idf 
method [3] to rank these words. To save computational cost, only top m words 
are reserved as candidates for further processing. However, because the initial 
image re-ranking result is still ambiguous and noisy, the top k images may have 
a large diversity of semantic meanings. Thus they cannot be used as visual 
query expansion. T h e word with the highest tf-idf score computed from the top 
k images is not reliable to be chosen as keyword expansion. In our approach, 
reliable keyword expansions are found through further image clustering. For 
i ln this thesis, it is from Bing image search [1]. 
12 
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each candidate word Wi, we find all the images containing Wi, and group them 
into different clusters {q, i , Ci’2, ••• , q^^J based on visual content. As shown in 
Figure 3.1, images with the same candidate word may have a large diversity 
in visual content. Images assigned to the same cluster have higher semantic 
consistency since they have high visual similarity to one another and contain 
the same candidate word. Among all the clusters of different candidate words, 
cluster d j with the largest visual similarity to the query image is selected 
as visual query expansion, and its corresponding word Wi is selected to form 
keyword expansion q' = q + Wi. 
A query specific visual similarity metric is learned from both the query 
image and the visual query expansion (Section 3.4). The image pool is enlarged 
through combining the original image pool retrieved by the query keywords q 
provided by the user and an additional image pool retrieved by the expanded 
keyword q' (Section 3.5). Images in the enlarged pool are re-ranked using the 
learned query-specific visual similarity metric. The size of the image cluster 
selected as visual query expansion and its visual similarity to the query image 
indicate the confidence that the expansion captures the user's search intention. 
If they are below certain thresholds, expansion is not used in image re-ranking. 
Details of image re-ranking with query expansion are explained in Section 3.4. 
3.2 Visual Distance Calculation 
We use the method proposed in IntentSearch [9] to calculate the visual dis-
tance between two images. Several visual features are extracted from images. 
Given one query image and another image, the distances between them on 
single features are calculated. The adaptive weight scheme in [9] is adopted to 
combine those single features' distances into the visual distance between the 
two images. 
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3.2.1 Visual Features 
We adopt a set of features in [9] that are both effective in describing the visual 
content of images, and efficient in their computational and storage complexity. 
It takes an average of 0.01ms to compute the similarity between two features 
on a machine of 3.0GHz C P U . The total space to store all features for an image 
is 12KB. The features are listed as follows: 
• Gis t . Gist is proposed in [39]. It is designed to characterize the holistic 
appearance of an image. It works well for scenery images. 
• S IFT . 128-dimension S IFT [26] is widely used in image processing and 
image retrieval. It is used to describe regions around Harris interest 
points. In our experiment, we train a codebook of 450 words by per-
forming hierarchical k-Means on a set of SIFT descriptors extracted from 
the training set. This codebook is then used to quantize descriptors ex-
tracted from web images. 
• Daubechies Wavelet . The 2nd order moments of wavelet coefficients in 
various frequency bands (DWave) [40] are adopted so as to characterize 
texture properties in the image. 
• H i s togram of Grad ient (HoG ) . H o G [10] concatenates the histograms 
of gradients within different image blocks, which are divided by a regular 
grid. HoG is designed to reflect the distribution of edges over different 
parts of an image, and is therefore especially effective for images with 
strong edges. 
• A t ten t i on Gu i ded Color Signature. Color signature [34] describes 
the color composition of an image. After clustering pixel colors in L A B 
color space, cluster centers and their relative proportions in cluster sizes 
are used as the signature. Attention Guided Color Signature (ASig) [9 
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is an improved version of color signature which takes into account varying 
importances of different parts of an image. A n attention detector [25] is 
used to compute a saliency map for the image, then k-Means clustering 
weighted by this map is performed. The distance between two Attention 
Guided Color Signatures are calculated using the Earth Mover Distance 
algorithm [34 . 
• Color Spat ia let . Color Spatialet [9] characterizes the spatial distribu-
tion of colors in an image. An image is divided into nxn grids. Within 
each grid, we get the largest cluster after k-Means clustering in L A B 
color space as its main color. The image is characterized by a vector of 
n2 color values, which is the concatenation of main colors of all grids. 
In our experiments, we take n = 9. When calculating the distance of 
two Color Spatialets A and B, we account for some spatial shifting and 
resizing of objects in the images as: 
n n 
= E E min 双士 1 抽 1)]， 
where A j denotes the main color of the {ij)th block in the image. 
• Mult i-Layer Ro t a t i on Invariant E O H . Edge Orientation Histogram 
(EOH) [13] 
is the histogram of edge orientations. Multi-Layer Rotation 
Invariant EOH ( M R I - E O H ) [9] incorporates rotation invariance when 
comparing two EOHs by rotating one of them to best match the other. 
What's more, when calculating MRI-EOH, a threshold parameter is re-
quired to filter out weak edges. Multiple thresholds are used to obtain 
multiple EOHs to characterize image edge distribution on different scales. 
• Facial Feature. Face existence and their appearance information give 
clear semantic interpretations of images containing people. A face de-
tection algorithm [45] is applied to each image in order to obtain the 
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number of faces, face sizes and positions as features [9]. The distance 
between two images is calculated as the summation of differences of face 
number, average face size, and average face position. 
3.2.2 Adaptive Weight Schema 
Assume F visual features are used to describe an image. We want to combine 
the F distances into one single distance, as the visual distance between the two 
images. An easy way is to simply add these distances together. An improved 
way is to use one pre-defined weight scheme to obtain the visual distance by 
adding the weighted distances together. This pre-defined weight scheme can 
either be trained from a training set or set empirically. However, one single 
weight scheme does not work well for all images. This is easy to understand, as 
different types of features work well for different types of images. For example, 
for an image with quite rich colors, color features should be more important; 
while for an image of black-white photo of one object, shape features such as 
Wavelet should be assigned higher weight. Therefore it is important to adopt 
weight scheme adaptive to the query image. 
In our experiment, the adaptive weight scheme proposed in [9] is used. In 
this algorithm, images are categorized into several high level semantic classes, 
named intention categories, such as scene, people or object. It is assumed that 
images inside each intention category should have the same weight scheme of 
features, expressing different importances of different features to that intention 
category. The intention categories are summarized as 
• General Object. Images containing close-ups of general objects; 
• Object with Simple Background; 
• Scenery images; 
• Portrait. Images containing portrait of a single person; 
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• People. Images containing people, but are not “Portrait，，. 
Several attributes, such as face existence or color spatial homogeneousness, 
are used for intention categorization. A C4.5 decision tree [32] is trained from 
a labeled training set to categorize images into certain intention categories. 
Then, in each intention category, an optimal weight scheme is trained on the 
training set using RankBoost Framework [14]. This pre-trained optimal weight 
scheme are used as adaptive weight scheme. Given a new query image, firstly 
it is categorized into certain intention category, then that intention category's 
optimal weight scheme is used to re-rank images. For more details, please refer 
to [9 . 
3.3 Keyword Expansion 
Given a pool of images retrieved by text-based image search and one query 
image, the visual distances calculated from Section 3.2 are applied to re-rank 
images in the pool. Once the top k images most similar to the query image 
are found, words from their textual descriptions^ are extracted. All of the 
extracted words are stemmed by Porter Stemming Algorithm [41], and stop 
words are removed. We adopt the simple but effective term frequency-inverse 
document frequency (tf-idf) [3]metliod to rank the words. 
Given an query image z, let VS{i) denote the top k images visually similar 
to it. For each image j € ^^(z), � is a collection of words extracted from 
image j. The normalized term-frequency of word w 6 W{j) in image j is 
calculated as: 
八，J) maxoc(jy (3.1) 
where oc(wj), called term-frequency, is the number of times that word w 
2The file 
names and the surrounding texts of images. 
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occurring in the textual description of image j , and 
maxoc{j) = Max^>^w{j){oc{w'j)} (3.2) 
is the highest word frequency in the textual description of image j as a nor-
malization factor. We use the normalized term-frequency instead of the term-
frequency itself to avoid the effect of variance of html document lengths, as 
Some html pages only contain very few words, while some other pages con-
tain a lot of words. We use the max term frequency within the html page to 
normalize ntf{w,j) to be in the range of [0,1 . 
Each word w also has an inverse document frequency{idi) value. Let N 
be the total number of images under the query and 丨 {加 e ^/(力}丨 be the 
number of images containing word w. idf(w) is calculated as: 
勢 ) = (3.3) 
T h e tf-idf score of a word w is calculated as the sum of its ntf values among 
the visually similar images, multiplied by its inverse document frequency value, 
Score{w) = ^ ntf{w,j) x idf{w) (3.4) 
jevs{i) 
T h e top m words are reserved as candidates for keyword expansion. In our 
experiment, we set m = 5 empirically. 
Because of the semantic diversity of the top k images, the word with the 
highest tf-idf score may not capture the user's search intention accurately. 
Some image annotation algorithms utilized the visual content of the top k 
images for word expansion. For instance, Wang et al. [42] give each image i a 
weight weight{i) according to its visual distance d{i) to the query image, 
— m = ^ ^ e - 作 ) / 2 一 ， (3.5) 
and the scores of words are calculated as weighted sum of tf-idf values. 
Score\w) = ^ weight{j) x ntf{wj) x idf{w) (3.6) 
jEVS(i) 
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Figure 3.2 A n example of content-based image ranking result with many 
irr^le^ant images among top ranked images. The query keyword is “palm” 
and the query image is the top leftmost image of “palm tree，，. 
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These methods greatly rely on the qualities of top k images. If there are 
many irrelevant images among the top k images, which are common since 
the performance of content-based image retrieval is far from satisfactory, the 
performance of these methods is greatly degraded. Figure 3.2 shows such 
an example. The query keyword is "palm" and the query image is the top 
leftmost image of "palm tree". Its top ranked images using adaptive weight 
schema are shown from left to right and from top to bottom. They are very 
diverse in semantic meanings and include images of "palm tree" (marked by 
blue rectangles), “palm treo" (marked by red rectangles), “palm leaves" and 
“palm reading". There are more images of "palm treo" than those of “palm 
tree,，, and some images of "palm tree" are ranked in low positions. Thus the 
word "treo" gets the highest score calculated either by tf-idf values or tf-idf 
value weighted by visual distance. 
We do keyword expansion through image clustering. For each candidate 
word w “ all the images containing w^  in the image pool are found. These 
images may reflect the visual contents of the word w,. However, they cannot 
be directly used as the visual representations of 购 because of two reasons. 
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F igure 3.3 Examples of images containing the same word "palm tree" but 
with different visual content. 
t g g m . 
First, since the textual descriptions of web images are noisy and unreliable, 
there may be a number of noisy images irrelevant to Wi. Second, even if 
these images are relevant to Wi semantically, they may have quite different 
visual content. Figure 3.3 shows such an example. In order to find images 
with similar visual content as the query example and remove noisy images, 
we divide these images into different clusters. We adopt k-Means clustering 
approach. The number of clusters is set to be n/6 empirically, where n is the 
number of images to cluster. 
After clustering, each word Wi has U clusters C{wi) = {q，i, • • • , The 
visual distance between the query image and a cluster c is calculated as the 
mean of the distances between the query image and the images in c. The 
cluster Cij with the minimal distance is chosen as visual query expansion and 
its corresponding word 购，combined with the original keyword query g, is 
chosen as keyword expansion q'. For example, in Figure 3.1 the cluster of 
images containing one single green apple is closest to the query image, and 
thus its corresponding word "green" is selected to expand the query keywords 
"apple" to "green apple". To ensure the semantical consistence between the 
query image and its closest cluster, a threshold p is chosen. If the distance 
between the closest cluster and the query image is larger than a threshold p, it 
indicates that there is no suitable image cluster and word to expand the query, 
and thus query expansion will not be used. In this case, images are re-ranked 
simply based on visual distance defined in Section 3.2. In our experiment, p is 
chosen as 0.3 through cross-validation measuring on a small data set. 
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3.4 Visual Query Expansion 
So far we only have one positive image example which is the query image. The 
goal of visual query expansion is to obtain multiple positive example images 
to learn a visual similarity metric which is more robust and more specific to 
the query image. An example in Figure 3.4 explains the motivation. The 
query keyword is "Paris" and the query image is an image of "eiffel tower". 
The image re-ranking result based on visual distance without visual expansion 
is shown in Figure 3.4 and there are many irrelevant images among the top-
ranked images. This is because the visual distance learned from one query 
example image is not robust enough. By adding more positive examples to 
learn a more robust similarity measure, such irrelevant images can be filtered 
out. 
Image re-ranking result based on visual distance without visual query ex-
pansion on a query image of “Paris Eiffel" • 
Adding more positive example images can be done through relevance feed-
back, which requires more users' labeling burden. We aim at developing a 
image re-ranking method which only requires one-click on the query image, 
which is critical for a large scale commercial on-line system. The cluster of 
images chosen in Section 3.3 have the closest visual distance to the query exam-
ple and have consistent semantic meanings. Thus they are used as additional 
positive example images for visual query expansion. We adopt the One-class 
S V M method [6] to refine the visual distance in Section 3.2. 
In a traditional way, adding additional positive examples was typically done 
through relevance feedback, which required more users' labeling burden. We 
aim at developing an image re-ranking method which only requires one-click on 
the query image and thus positive examples have to be obtained automatically. 
The cluster of images chosen in Section 3.3 have the closest visual distance to 
the query example and have consistent semantic meanings. Thus they are used 
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F i g u r e 3.4 A n example of image re-ranking based on visual distance without 
visual, query expansion using "Paris" as query keyword and an image of "eiffel 
t o j T : query image. Irrelevant images are marked by red rectangles. 
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as additional positive example images for visual query expansion. We adopt 
the One-class S V M method [6] to refine the visual distance in Section 3.2. Let 
{ W , …，〜 } be the set of positive examples, the idea of One-class S V M is to 
find a mapping (/>似 such that most samples are tightly contained in a hyper-
sphere of radius R in the mapped space subject to regularization. The object 
function is thus given by 
miriR^ei ^^ + — y ^ Ci 
pn 
s丄丨|(/>(7；《)—cf + ei>0,ie {!,••• ,n} 
where c is the hyper-sphere center in the mapped space, and p e [0,1] is 
a constant. The object function can be expressed in dual form with kernel 
functions 
—a 叫 V j ) — Y^ aik{vi, Vi) 
i 
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s-t. 0 < < — , = l 
pn ^ 
i 
Once the optimal { a j has been got, the images can be re-ranked by the 
following function 
= a iCyM”” vj) + 2 Y^ u) — k(u, u) (3.7) 
i 
and images with higher scores will be ranked higher. In our experiment, we 
adopt the Gaussian kernel 
7",/ � -distjv u)"^ 
= (3.8) 
where dist{v, u) is the visual distance between images v and u defined in Section 
3.2. 
Notice, the effect of this step is similar to relevance feedback [49]. However, 
the key difference is that instead of asking users to add the positive samples 
manually, our method is fully automatic. 
3.5 Image Pool Expansion 
Considering efficiency, image search engines, such as Bing image search, only 
re-rank the top N images of the text-based image search result. If the query 
keywords do not capture the user's search intention accurately, there are only 
a small number of relevant images with the same semantic meanings as the 
query image in the image pool. This can significantly degrade the ranking 
performance. In our approach more relevant images are added to the image 
pool for re-ranking using the expanded keywords. As shown in Section 3.2, 
we re-rank the top N retrieved images by original keyword query based on 
their visual distances to the query image. Re-ranked images with the lowest 
ranks are likely to be irrelevant to the query image. Therefore, we remove the 
7V/2 images with the lowest ranks from the image pool. Using the expanded 
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Figure 3.5 An example of image re-ranking by extending the image pool and 
positi’了e example images using "Paris" as query keyword and an image of "eiffel 
to，r,，as query image. Irrelevant images are marked by red rectangles. 
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keyword as query, the top 7V/2 retrieved images are added to the image pool. 
By doing this, we still only need to re-rank N images. We believe that there 
are more relevant images in the image pool, as the expanded query keywords 
can capture user's search intention more accurately and hence the retrieved 
images by expanded query keywords are more likely to be relevant to the query 
image. The re-ranking result by extending image pool and positive example 
images is shown in Figure 3.5, which is significantly improved compared with 
Figure 3.4, benefiting from more positive example images and more relevant 
images added to the image pool. 
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3.6 Textual Feature Combination 
After obtaining multiple positive examples 丑= { e!， . . .，e ) } , we can also utilize 
their textual information in re-ranking, we train a word probability model 6 
from them and use this model to calculate a textual distance d i s t r . We adopt 
the approach in [2]. Each image u is regarded as a document d{u) where the 
words are extracted from its textual descriptions (see definition in 3.3). 0 is 
learned by maximizing the observed probability 
+ (1 — A ) p ( 奶 ’ 伞。） 
where A is a fixed parameter set to be 0.5, w is sl word, and d{ei)) is 
the frequency of w in e .^ p{w\C) is the word probability built upon the whole 
repository C: 
p O | C ) = 
G can be learned by Expectation Maximization algorithm. Once 9 is learnt, 
for an image u its textual distance to the positive examples is defined by cross-
entropy function: 




A t last, this textual distance can be combined with the visual distance 
disty{u) = -simv{u) where simv(u) is defined in equation 3.7: 
dist{u) == a . distv{u) + (1 — a) . distT{u) 
a is a fixed parameter. In our experiment, it is set to be 0.5; 
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Experimental Evaluation 
We design two experiments to evaluate our approach and compare with state-
of-the-art image re-ranking approaches. In the first experiment, 300, 000 web 
images are manually labeled into different classes (images that are semantically 
similar) as ground truth. Precisions of different approaches are compared. 
This evaluation cannot exactly reflect the extent of users' satisfaction. The 
semantic meaning of images is closely related to user intention. However, they 
are not exactly the same. Images of the same class (thus with similar semantic 
meanings) can be visually quite different. Thus, a user study is conducted m 
the second experiment to evaluate whether the search results well capture user 
intention. 
4.1 Dataset 
Fifty query keywords are chosen for evaluation. They cover the concepts of 
objects, animals, plant, people name, and place name, etc. Using each keyword 
as query, the top 1000 images are crawled from Bing image search. We invited 
five labelers to manually label the images under each query keywords into 
different categories according to their semantic meanings. Image categories 
were carefully defined by the five labelers through inspecting all the images 
under a query keyword. Each image was labeled by at least three labelers and 
27 
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its label was decided by voting. For example, for query "apple", its images 
are labeled as "red apple", "apple ipod", and “apple pie" etc. There are 
totally 700 classes for all the fifty query keywords. In our approach, another 
500 images are crawled from Bing image search using each keyword expansion 
as query. These images are also manually labeled. There are totally around 
300’ 000 images in our data set. A small portion of them are as outliers and 
not assigned to any category (for examples, some images are irrelevant to the 
query keywords). 
4.2 Experiment One: Evaluation with Ground 
Truth 
Top m precision, the proportion of relevant images among the top m ranked 
images, is used to evaluate the performance of image re-ranking. Images are 
considered to be relevant if they are labeled as the same class. We choose this 
evaluation criteria because in web image retrieval the user may only concern 
the retrieved images on the first several pages. For each query keyword, image 
re-ranking repeats for many times by choosing different query images. Except 
those outlier images not being assigned to any category, each image returned 
by keyword query is chosen as the query image. 
4.2.1 Precisions on Different Steps 
In this section, we compare several approaches representing different steps of 
our algorithm: 
(1) Text-based: text-based search; 
(2) G W : image re-ranking using global weights to combine visual features 
(Global Weight); 
(3) A W : image re-ranking using adaptive weight schema to combine visual 
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F i g u r e 4 . 1 Comparison of averaged top m precisions on different steps. 
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features (Section 3.2.2); 
(4) Ex tEg : image re-ranking by extending positive example images only 
(Section 3.4); 
(5) G W + E x t P o o l : image re-ranking by extending the image pool while 
using global weights to combine visual features; 
(6) ExtPoo l : image re-ranking by extending the image pool only (Section 
3.5); 
(7) Ex tBo th (V)： image re-ranking by extending both the images pool and 
positive example images; 
(8) E x t B o t h ( V + T ) : image re-ranking by extending both the images pool 
and positive example images as well as using textual feature defined in 3.6. 
The averaged top m precisions are shown in Figure 4.1. 
Approaches (2) and (3) are initial image re-ranking based on the text-based 
search results in (1). Their difference is to combine visual features in different 
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F i g u r f 4.2 Comparison of averaged top m precisions of keyword expansion 
tlirougJi image clustering with the other two methods 
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ways. We can see that by using a single query image we can significantly 
improve the text-based image search result. T h e proposed adaptive weight, 
which reflects user intention at a coarse level, outperforms the global weight. 
Af ter initial re-ranking using adaptive weight, the top 50 precision of text-based 
research is improved from 19.5% to 32.9%. Approaches (4), (6), (7) and (8) 
are based on the initial image re-ranking result in (3). We can clearly see the 
effectiveness of expanding image pool and expanding positive image examples 
through keyword expansion and image clustering. These steps capture user 
intention at a finer level since for every query image the image pool and positive 
examples are expanded differently. Using expansions the top 50 precision of 
initial re-ranking using adaptive weight is improved from 32.9% to 51.9%. The 
improvement of expanding image pool is more significant especially when m is 
large. 
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4.2.2 Accuracy of Keyword Expansion 
To demonstrate the keyword expansion through image clustering, we com-
pares the precisions of our approach with the other two. One is to choose 
the word with the highest tf-idf score as keyword expansion to extend image 
pool (Ex tPoo lByTf fd f ) . The other uses the method proposed in [42] which 
weighted the tf-idf score by images' visual similarities to extend image pool 
( E x t P o o l B y W T f l d f ) . Figure 4.2 shows the result. Our ExtPool has a better 
performance. What 's more, the other two only aim at ranking words and do 
not find image clusters for visual query expansion as our method does. Our 
Ext Both can further improve the precisions. 
Compar i son w i t h O ther Me thods 
In this section, we compare our algorithm with several existing ones: 
(1) Ex tBo th+Tex tua l : image re-ranking by extending both the images 
pool and positive example images as well as using textual feature defined in 
3.6; 
(2) CrossMedia : image re-ranking by trans-media distances defined in 
[2]； 
(3) N P R F : image re-ranking by using top-ranked images as positive ex-
amples and bottom-ranked images as negative examples to train a S V M [46]; 
(4) P R F : image re-ranking by using top-ranked images as positive exam-
ples to train a one-class S V M [16 . 
Figure 4.3 shows the result. Our algorithm outperforms others, especially 
when m is large. The statistics of improvements of our algorithm over Cross-
Media on top 50 precision and top 100 precision are show in Figure 4.4 and 
Figure 4.5 respectively. On top 50 precision, our algorithm usually improves 
CrossMedia by 6% — 14%; while on top 100 precision, our algorithm usually 
improves CrossMedia by 9% — 18%. 
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^ ^ r e 4.3 Comparison of averaged top m precisions with existing methods. 
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Figure 4.4 Improvements of averaged top 50 precisions of our algorithm com-
pared with CrossMedia. 
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Figure 4.5 Improvements of averaged top 100 precisions of our akorithm 
compared with CrossMedia. 
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4.3 Experiment Two: User Study 
The purpose of the user study is to evaluate the effectiveness of visual expan-
sions (expanding both the image pool and positive visual examples) to capture 
user intention. Forty users are invited. Eight of them are familiar with im-
age search and the other twelve are not. To avoid bias on the evaluation, we 
ensure that all the participants do not have any knowledge about the current 
approaches for image re-ranking, and they are not told which results are from 
which methods. For each query keyword, the user is asked to browse the im-
ages and to randomly select an image of interest as a query example. Since it 
is hard for the users to compare many re-ranking results, We show them the 
initial image re-ranking results of using adaptive weight schema (Section 3.2.2) 
and the final results of extending both the image pool and positive example 
images. The users are asked to do the followings: 
• Mark irrelevant images among the top 10 images. 
• Compare the top 50 retrieved images by both results, and choose whether 
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Tab le 4.1 A v e r a g e number of "Irrelevant" Images 
No visual expansions W i t h visual expansions 
Top 10 images 4.26 
Top 5 images ^ 
Top 3 images 0.74 
F i g u r e 4.6 Percentages of cases when users think the result of visual expan-
IS "much better" , "somewhat better", "similar", "somewhat worse" and 
much worse” than the result of only using intention weight schema. 
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the final result with visual expansions is "much better" , "somewhat bet-
ter，，，"similar"，"somewhat worse" or "much worse" than that of initial 
re-ranking using adaptive weight schema. 
Each user is assigned 5 query keywords from all the 50 keywords. Given 
each query keyword, the user is asked to choose 30 different query images 
and compare their re-ranking results. As shown in Table 1, visual expansions 
significantly reduce the average numbers of irrelevant images among top 10 
images. Figure 4.6 shows that in most cases ( > 67%) the users think visual 
expansions improve the result, and there are only less than 10% percentage of 
cases when visual expansions has worse result. Some examples can be found 
in Figure 4.7, 4.8, 4.9，and 4.10. 
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Figure 4.7 Examples of image re-ranking results. Query keyword is "jasmine" 
and expanded keywords are "jasmine flower". Images are ranked from left to 
right and from top to bottom. The query images are marked by blue rectangles 
and Irrelevant images are marked by red rectangles. 
i • 圓 • • 酵 u i 
1，纖 m§ _ r 
(a) The result ranked by adaptive weight schema 
E o y o i i z m 
km ^ ^ ^ ^ L a ^ J 
(b) The result ranked by "ExtBoth" of our approach 
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Figure 4.8 Examples of image re-ranking results. Query keyword is "Beijing" 
and expanded keywords are “Beijing temple". Images are ranked from left to 
right and from top to bottom. The query images are marked by blue rectangles 
and Irrelevant images are marked by red rectangles. 
i ^ • •>•••• 终 彬 : • 办 : . ： . . ^ . . . . .-v：•-：•：；：；?•；.：；, •. 
‘ -一 mM fe^ ;〜:1 r i 抽 f e — 
(a) The result ranked by adaptive weight schema 
氣 ： 息 春 • 〜 良 秦 
— — ' i ^ f e i , • � � • 虹 ‘ L i d 
(b) The result ranked by "ExtBoth" of our approach 
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Figure 4.9 Examples of image re-ranking results. Query keyword is “palm，， 
and expanded keywords are "palm sunset". Images are ranked from left to right 
and from top to bottom. The query images are marked by blue rectangles and 
Irrelevant images are marked by red rectangles. 
監 』 i n • l i ^ t P , 麵 輪 
1 
• • 圏 霸 
⑷ The result ranked by adaptive weight schema 
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jgyAprp,^ !!^  MUSS 
(b) The result ranked by "ExtBoth" of our approach 
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Figure 4.10 Examples of image re-ranking results. Query keyword is “mouse，， 
expanded keywords are "optical mouse". Images are ranked from left to 
rig^t and from top to bottom. The query images are marked by blue rectangles 
and Irrelevant images are marked by red rectangles. 
(a) The result ranked by adaptive weight schema 
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(b) The result ranked by "ExtBoth" of our approach 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we propose a novel Internet image search approach which only 
requires one-click visual feedback. Intention specific weight schema is used to 
combine visual features and compute visual similarity adaptive to the query 
image. Without additional human feedback, keyword expansion (Section 3.3), 
visual query expansion (Section 3.4), and image pool expansion (Section 3.5) 
are integrated to capture user intention. Expanded keywords are used to ex-
tend positive example images and also enlarge the image pool to include more 
relevant images. This framework makes it possible for industrial scale image 
search using both text and visual content. 
In our approach, the keyword expansion, visual query expansion, and image 
pool expansion all affect the quality of initial image re-ranking result (Section 
3.2). According to our experimental evaluation (Section 4.2) and user study 
(Section 4.3), if the quality of initial image re-ranking is reasonable, which 
means that there are a few relevant examples among top ranked images, the 
following expansion steps can significantly improve the re-ranking performance. 
Inappropriate expansions which significantly deteriorates the performance hap-
pen in the cases when the initial re-rank result is very poor. The chance is 
lower than 2% according to our user study in Figure 4.6. 
In this thesis, it is assumed that an image captures user intention when it 
is both semantically and visually similar to the query image. However, in some 
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cases user intention cannot be well expressed by using the whole of the query 
image. For instance, the user may be interested in only part of the query 
image. In those cases, more user interactions, such as labeling the regions 
where the user thinks is "important", have to be allowed. However, more user 
burden have to be added and it is not considered in this thesis. 
In the future work, this framework can be further improved by making use 
of the query log data, which provides valuable co-occurrence information of 
keywords, for keyword expansion. One shortcoming of the current system is 
that sometimes duplicate images show up as similar images to the query. This 
can be improved by including duplicate detection in the future work. Also, in 
the current system images are re-ranked based on visual similarity and thus 
the visual diversity of retrieved images is not large enough in some cases. This 
can be improved when we introduce visual diversity criteria in our re-ranking. 
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